
On a Slow Day..

A food truck owner, a struggling skater & a Dog’s individual

point of views of a stick up job.



EXT/INT FOOD TRUCK IN ALBUQUERQUE-DAY

We see Hot dogs,Chicken and fresh cut vegetables stacked up

as the song "This is the end" of The Doors plays out in the

background. In the driver’s seat, is DAN, a middle aged man.

His receding forehead and wrinkled face reveals a lot of

struggle in his life.

Outside, ALBUQUERQUE looks deserted. We see the Food truck

move past empty streets. DAN’s phone rings, as he picks it

up.

DAN

Yeah. (pause) Didn’t I tell you to

clean up the truck today? (waiting

for the answer from other side) The

truck is a mess. What? Who did it?

Look I don’t want strangers

touching my truck.(pause)I don’t

care if the government isn’t

working. My food truck must go on.

BLEEP! DAN cuts the call. He turns around near a street, and

stops the truck.

EXT.FOOD TRUCK ON A RANDOM STREET-DAY

As DAN arranges the stuff on his truck, a Labrador and a

young guy walk up. RICK, the young guy looks cheerful and

his energetic dog SPARKLES, looks restless.

RICK

Business doesn’t look promising.

Does it?

DAN

(Turning around)

Hey man! Ahh The White House ain’t

working. But the Food truck must go

on.

RICK chuckles. SPARKLES, the dog keeps barking, and looks

disturbed. DAN looks at it with surprise.

DAN

What’s wrong with the DUDE?

RICK

(mumbling)

Ahh I don’t know. He’s been kinda

sick for couple of days.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

DAN

So a Chicken Gyro?

RICK

Yup.The usual stuff. Nothing for

him though. (Shouting at the dog)

Keep it down Sparkles. What the

hell..

SPARKLES keeps barking, and few meters away, DAN and RICK

notice a young athletic man with roller blades over his

shoulder. He seems to be talking on the phone and

approaching them.

DAN goes back to preparing the Gyro.

RICK

Do you feel safe with the truck?

DAN

What do you mean?

RICK

I mean there are lot of stick up

guys around here.

DAN

You have to have guts here man.

This is New Mexico. There ain’t no

gods or superheroes.

They both laugh. RICK looks at the young man over the

distance, and we zoom in slowly towards the face of the

young man and..

EXT. RANDOM STREET -SOMETIME EARLIER

We now hear the young man speak clearly on the phone while

walking.

YOUNG MAN

Yeah I know we got to pay the

bills. Yeah for the car too. Yeah

for the house.(beat) I am trying my

best. (hearing the answer on the

other side) OK now stop it. Come

on.

He grimaces and looks towards the Food truck he is

approaching. He notices RICK, DAN and the dog. As he notices

that both of them are looking at him, he quivers

uncomfortably. He passes through them as SPARKLES keeps

barking.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

YOUNG MAN

(back on the phone)

Look. The "X games" are around the

corner. I can get one look in, and

baby we are through. Listen!

(shouting on the other side). OK OK

I will get some money.

He hangs up the phone, takes out a cigarette, lights it and

smokes it. The YOUNG MAN walks back to the Food truck now,

as he approaches , SPARKLES keeps barking and RICK isn’t

comfortable with the presence of the young man.

YOUNG MAN

What up man! A hot dog please?

DAN

In a jiffy!

The dog keeps barking. RICK looks at the man with suspicion.

The young man puts his hand in his jacket, he keeps his hand

inside. RICK notices that.

DAN

There you go!

RICK signals to DAN. DAN looks confused. The dog still keeps

barking. And in a flash, the young man takes out his gun.

YOUNG MAN

(screaming)

Alright. Out with the money. Come

on.

RICK holds the dog tight. SPARKLES tries to leap, but he is

stifled by RICK.

DAN

Hey I ain’t got no money.

YOUNG MAN

(screaming)

Enough with the bull shitting. Get

the fucking money.

DAN

(showing him the tills)

Hey look at this . Look at this.

Nothing man. I got nothing.

YOUNG MAN

I am gonna count till three and I

am gonna put a bullet through your

brain.(screaming)Come on.
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YOUNG MAN screams, DAN tries to explain, RICK holds the dog

firm, SPARKLES barks. And we zoom into the face of SPARKLES

and

CUT TO:

EXT. ALBUQUERQUE STREET- SOMETIME EARLIER

SPARKLES POV: We see everything in Grey and from his height.

As SPARKLES walks, we hear his Voice over.

SPARKLES(V.O)

Ahh that food that they give me. I

feel so tired. (beat) dog tired.

There is hardly anyone on the street.

SPARKLES(V.O)

Where is everyone? Forget everyone.

Where is Rita? Ahh I love her

smell. I can’t wait to get my paws

on her.

We see the world from SPARKLES view as he looks up at RICK.

SPARKLES(V.O)

Not the Chicken please. Please.

RICK smiles, though he wouldn’t understand a word of

sparkles.DAN and RICK talk. The previous words again.We hear

the conversation mildly here, almost in the background.

DAN

(mild background voice)

The White House ain’t working..

SPARKLES(V.O)

What’s with that funny smell. It

isn’t the chicken. These humans do

eat nasty stuff, but this is

different.

SPARKLES moves around restlessly.

RICK

(mild background voice)

..He’s been kinda sick for couple

of days..

(CONTINUED)
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SPARKLES(V.O)

This isn’t right. Gotta get out.

Gotta..

We see the young man walking up now.

SPARKLES(V.O)

Please lets get out of here. Hey!

Hey! Listen to me.LISTEN TO ME.

We see the actions of the people now, and no sound. Only

SPARKLES talks.

YOUNG MAN with the gun threatens, DAN shows the money tills.

SPARKLES(V.O)

Why don’t these guys do something?

Only barking won’t help.

SPARKLES(V.O)

The smell from that thing he is

holding.No. There is something

bigger. Something bigger.

BOOM!

The roller blades zoom down the slope.The food truck lies in

tatters, totally ruined. The bodies of RICK,DAN & the young

man lie in one direction. It’s carnage. And we see SPARKLES

choking and struggling for breath. It’s his last moments. We

zoom in on SPARKLES slowly and..

SPARKLES(V.O)

And they call us Animals!

THE END


